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Abstract
Avalanche records are important for land-use planning and risk management in mountainous areas. Written records on dates, disturbed area, and pressure patterns of past snow avalanches are scarce. Tree rings can be used to complement written records on past avalanche activity. We conducted two case studies at documented avalanche tracks in the Swiss Alps to determine the most valuable dendroecological indicators for reconstructing past avalanche events. Both tracks were impacted by avalanche events in 1951 and 1999, the two most exceptional avalanche years in recent Swiss history. The difference in tree age among the track, border, run-out, and control sectors was a valuable indicator of the area impacted by past avalanches, but not a useful tool to establish dates of avalanche occurrences. Comparisons of reaction wood formation, changes in stem eccentricity, and presence of traumatic resin canals among sectors showed significantly larger values of these indicators after the 1999 event in the track areas, and in minor degree in the border areas. Abrupt growth changes following the 1999 event were identified in most disturbed trees. Growth releases were commonly accompanied by the formation of reaction wood. Tree-ring evidences for the 1951 avalanche event were limited mainly due to the removal of debris by local communities. The intensity of avalanche events was difficult to determine using tree-ring indicators. Although dates and areas impacted by documented avalanche events were sometimes assessed using single indicators, more precise reconstructions result from the combined use of several dendroecological indicators.

Introduction
Knowledge of snow-avalanche regimes is crucial for human safety in mountain regions. In snow-rich areas such as the Alps, snow avalanches endanger settlements and cause heavy damage to infrastructure every year. In Switzerland, the most destructive avalanches (avalanches and snow avalanches are used synonymously in this paper) that occurred during the winter of 1998–1999, between 22 and 24 February, caused 17 deaths and damages over 600 million Swiss francs to buildings and roads (Bründl et al., 2004). Therefore, an accurate determination of the zones threatened by avalanches, together with their period of recurrence, is vital for land-use planning and risk management in mountainous areas (Gruber and Margreth, 2001).

Avalanche events have been precisely documented for several centuries in settlements across the Alps, especially in Switzerland. Nevertheless, these records are scarce from other areas in the world and cover a limited time span. Tree rings, used as proxy records for snow-avalanche events, provide a useful tool to reconstruct avalanche characteristics with annual resolution (Burrows and Burrows, 1976; Carrara, 1979; Butler and Malanson, 1985). The remaining evidence of avalanche events preserved in the tree-ring sequences varies notably, and primarily depends on (1) the type and size of avalanche, (2) the topography, and (3) tree-related features such as species, tilting degree, diameter, height, and tree age. The first comprehensive description of the potential of tree rings in the study of avalanche dynamics was made in the middle 1970s (Burrows and Burrows, 1976). Disturbances such as tilting, removal of branches, and burial of stems were linked to tree responses such as abrupt changes in growth and reaction wood formation (Shroder, 1978, 1980). Growth suppressions in trees along avalanche tracks are produced after changes in soil moisture (Potter, 1969), diseases, and insect outbreaks following the avalanches (Burrows and Burrows, 1976), reduction of the photosynthetic area due to branch wreckage and foliage loss (Rayback, 1998), and damage to the root system (Gers et al., 2001). On the other hand, releases in radial growth follow increased photosynthetic activity that results from the release of resources (light, water, nutrients) by dead trees nearby (Potter, 1969; Smith, 1973; Carrara, 1979), or by higher moisture content in the ground after avalanche events (Butler, 1979). Methodological limitations to reconstruct past avalanche events from tree rings have also been reported. The loss of evidence of earlier events due to the destructive effect of recent avalanches has been proposed as the major limitation (Carrara, 1979).

We present case studies for two exceptional avalanche years in recent Swiss history: 1951 and 1999, analyzing the type and quantity of evidence preserved in tree-ring sequences from trees affected by these events. We determined differences in mean ages of trees located in different sectors (track, border, run-out, and control areas) of the avalanche tracks. We analyzed and compared among sectors the presence of reaction wood, traumatic resin canals, injuries, as well as changes in tree-ring eccentricity. Finally, we evaluated the dominant patterns of tree growth in response to avalanche events for different tree species and sectors across the avalanche tracks, and linked these growth patterns with the presence of reaction wood events.
This study aims to evaluate at two different study sites the accuracy of individual and combined tree-ring indicators to determine the date, area, and intensity of past avalanche events. Ultimately, some of the methodologies and techniques we implement in this study will serve as basic tools to reconstruct past avalanche events in remote areas where no records exist (Bebi et al., 2004), but where developments for recreation and outdoor activities are anticipated.

**Material and Methods**

**STUDY AREAS AND SAMPLING**

Two study areas were selected: above the village of Monbiel (46°05’N, 9°55’E) and near the village of Susch (46°43’N, 10°04’E), both in the Canton of Grisons, Switzerland (Fig. 1). For the two study areas, the dates of the avalanche occurrences have been accurately recorded for the last century. The return period between avalanches is longer than 20 years, and general descriptions of the avalanche features, such as amount of snow and type of avalanche, is also available. In addition to snow avalanches, rockfall events and browsing also affect the growth of trees in these areas. Young average ages in the control areas of both sites are the result of intensive wood utilization by locals in the past. Nearby unmanaged forests reach ages over 200–250 years (Bigler and Bugmann, 2004).

**Monbiel**

The dominant tree species is Norway spruce (*Picea abies* L. Karst), which constitutes 90% of the forest. European larch (*Larix decidua* Miller), maple (*Acer pseudoplatanus* L.), and European mountain ash (*Sorbus aucuparia* L.) are also present. The tree line is located at approximately 1920 m. The parent material is granite gneiss. The slope faces southwest, and the inclination ranges from 25° to 37°. In 1951, an avalanche released at 2000 m with a width at the release area of 150 m and a total length of approximately 1000 m. In 1999, a new avalanche released at 2600 m, later subdividing into three branches at 2020 m. We surveyed the left branch (looking from below), which coincides with the area affected by the 1951 avalanche (Fig. 2A). The width in the release area and the total length of the 1999 avalanche were approximately 150 m and 1700 m, respectively. The mean annual temperature at 2140 m in Klosters, located 3.1 km from Monbiel, is 1.7 °C (period 1996–2004; source: SLF measuring data © 2005, SLF). The mean annual total precipitation for the area, measured at 1200 m, is 1336 mm (period 1899–2003; source: MeteoSwiss).

We sampled the area in October 2002, including four sectors: the center of the track, along the borders, in the run-out zone, and a control sector located in an unaffected forest 15 m away from the avalanche track. In each sector, we randomly selected for sampling at least 10 trees with diameters $>3 \text{ cm}$. Trees were sampled independently of external visual damage. Except for a few cases indicated in tables, all samples are from Norway spruce. For trees in the track, cross sections were taken at stem heights between 10 and 50 cm, attempting to capture the presence of reaction wood. For trees showing scars, additional cross sections were removed at the scar height. A relatively large larch was cored in the upper part of the track. This is the only tree older than 100 years located in the avalanche path.

Along the borders, cross sections and wedge sections were taken from small (<10 cm dbh [diameter at breast height]) and large trees, respectively. Wedge-cut sections were sampled at 100 cm height to capture growth releases due to improved light conditions. For most trees along the borders, no scars were recorded at the sampling height. In the run-out zone, two
increment cores were obtained from each tree at heights ranging from 30 to 40 cm. We sampled a total of 66 trees at Monbiel. Suppressed (s), co-dominant (cd), and dominant (d) trees were sampled in the control area (Table 1). The number of dead trees in 10 × 20 m plots was recorded for each sector. Most dead trees lay on the ground with their stems partially or totally broken. Foresters removed the dead wood after the 1951 avalanche, but not after the 1999 event.

Susch

Norway spruce is the dominant tree species (70%) near the avalanche track, followed by European larch (20%). European white birch (Betula pendula Roth) and dwarf mountain pine (Pinus mugo Turra S.L.) are also present at Susch. The parent material is granite gneiss and amphibolite. The tree line is located at 2150 m. The avalanches at this site released on a south-facing slope, reached the valley bottom, and ascended approximately 30 m on the opposite slope, where we carried out the sampling procedure (Fig. 2B). The angle of the slope ranges between 25° and 30°. The 1951 avalanche released from 2450 m elevation and recorded a width of 200 m at the release area and a total length of 1650 m. In 1999, the avalanche released from 2400 m, had a width at the release area of 400 m, and a total length of 1610 m. Annual mean temperature at Scuol (1240 m), the closest temperature station to Susch, is 4.99 °C (period 1901–2003), whereas the mean annual total precipitation from Susch (period 1989–2003) is 754 mm (source: MeteoSwiss).

The sampling criteria applied in Susch were similar to those used in Monbiel. Seventy-nine trees from three different species were sampled in Susch (Table 2). The control area in this case was located 50 m away from the avalanche track.

### AVALANCHE RECORDS

In the Swiss Alps, information on avalanche occurrence extends back to the 16th century in many cases. During the 20th century, two winters were marked by intense avalanche activities in the Swiss Alps: 1950–1951 and 1998–1999 (SLF, 1952, 2000; Laternser et al., 1995). At Monbiel, a mixed (powder-flowing) avalanche released naturally on 20 January 1951, destroying approximately 6 ha of forest. At the same site on 21 February 1999, a naturally released slab avalanche affected approximately the same area. At Susch, the 1951 event was on the same day as at Monbiel, whereas the 1999 snow avalanche released on 23 February. The first avalanche at Susch was mixed (powder-flowing) and damaged approximately 4.5 ha of forest; the second, powder-slab avalanche damaged an estimated forest area of 5 ha. In all cases, the release area of the avalanches was located above the tree line. No recorded avalanches occurred at our study sites in between the studied events of winters 1950–1951 and 1998–1999. Hereafter for simplification, we will refer to the avalanches that occurred in the winter of 1950–1951 as to the 1951 avalanches, and to the avalanches that occurred in the winter of 1998–1999 as to the 1999 avalanches.

### DENDROECOLOGICAL ANALYSES

The samples obtained in the field were prepared following standard dendrochronological procedures (Stokes and Smiley, 1968). Increment cores were mounted on channeled wood holders and dried before surface preparation. For cores that did not intercept the pith, tree ages were corrected using the methods proposed by Duncan (1989). The number of rings recorded in the cores and cross sections was also corrected for sampling height. For trees ranging between 10 and 100 cm in height, tree ages were determined at ground level and several points along the stem. By following this procedure on three representative trees from each sector, we estimated the number of missing rings in our samples. Mean tree ages in each sector were calculated based upon these age corrections.

Ring widths were measured to the nearest 0.01 mm, using the Time Series Analysis Program TSAP-Win and the LINTAB measurement device. Two radii located on the up- and down-slope sides of the tree were measured on cross sections. One radius was measured on wedge-cut sections. To detect dating errors (i.e. missing or false rings), tree-ring series were cross-dated, and the quality of the cross-dating was evaluated using the program COFECHA (Holmes, 1983) and the graphical function of the program TSAP-Win. Master tree-ring chronologies from the control sectors were developed using the program ARSTAN (Cook, 1985). These chronologies were used as a reference for cross-dating the samples from other sectors. Depending on sampling ages, the segment length used for comparison in the COFECHA program ranged between 30 and 50 years.

In each cross-dated sample we assessed the following features: (1) the years of reaction wood onset and the number of years with reaction wood (see e.g. Carrara, 1979; Smith et al., 1994), (2) the years with presence of scars (exposed or hidden by the bark) or

---

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Sampled Trees</th>
<th>Dead trees recorded</th>
<th>Cross sections</th>
<th>Increment cores</th>
<th>Wedge-cut sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Track</td>
<td>P. abies</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. decidua</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border</td>
<td>P. abies</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>P. abies</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 (s)</td>
<td>10 (5cd,5d)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-out</td>
<td>P. abies</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Sampled Trees</th>
<th>Dead trees recorded</th>
<th>Cross sections</th>
<th>Increment cores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Track</td>
<td>P. abies</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. decidua</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. pendula</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border</td>
<td>P. abies</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. decidua</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>P. abies</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-out</td>
<td>P. abies</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. decidua</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
other various damage (see e.g. Mears, 1975; Johnson, 1987) and with traumatic resin canals (see e.g. Cherubini et al., 1997), (3) the years in which abrupt growth changes (suppressions-releases) occurred (Butler, 1985; Rayback, 1998), and (4) changes in eccentricity after the avalanches (see e.g. Carrara, 1979). Microcotome sections (15–25 μm) from selected samples facilitated the identification of the above-mentioned anatomical features.

Changes in eccentricity before and after the 1999 avalanche were evaluated using the eccentricity index (EI):

\[
EI_{1995-1998} = \frac{\sum trw\; years\; 1995-1998 \; dsr}{\sum trw\; years\; 1995-1998\; usr}\; \quad (1)
\]

\[
EI_{1999-2002} = \frac{\sum trw\; years\; 1999-2002 \; dsr}{\sum trw\; years\; 1999-2002\; usr}\; \quad (2)
\]

\[
\Delta EI\% = 100\% (EI_{1999-2002} - EI_{1995-1998}) / EI_{1995-1998} \quad (3)
\]

where \( trw \) is tree-ring width, \( dsr \) down-slope radius, \( usr \) up-slope radius, and the subscripts of \( EI \) represent the time frame considered. Eccentricity variations and the presence of traumatic resin canals could not be evaluated for the run-out zones due to the poor condition of many cores extracted in these areas.

Dates of tree death were determined by cross-dating the tree-ring series from dead trees against the master chronologies developed from living trees at each of the sampling sites.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSES**

Statistical tests of differences between mean parameters were performed using the Mann-Whitney U-test and the Chi-squared test (Dytham, 2003). A Principal Components Analysis (PCA) (Cooley and Lohnes, 1971) was carried out to identify the dominant patterns in growth responses to the avalanche events at each of the study sites. Tree-ring series from spruce trees were used to determine the dominant responses to the avalanches at Monbiel, whereas ring-width series developed from spruce, larch, and birch trees were separately analyzed for the Susch site. As most of the tree-ring series at Monbiel cover the past three decades, the analysis of the responses to avalanches was limited to the 1999 event. For Susch, tree responses to both the 1951 and 1999 avalanches were studied.

To facilitate the interpretation of the PCA results, the dominant growth pattern (PC1) for each sampling sector was compared with the tree-ring series showing the largest contribution to this pattern. Since interactions between changes in growth patterns and the presence of reaction wood (RW) were expected, we evaluated the sampling direction (up- and down-slope) in combination with the presence of RW events to complement the PCA analyses.

**Results**

**TREE AGES**

At Monbiel, the mean age of trees in the track was not significantly different from that in the border, but significantly different from mean ages in the other two sectors (Table 3). The mean age of trees in the control area was significantly larger than that in the track. At Susch, the mean tree age in the track differed significantly from mean ages in the other three sectors. Border and control areas showed in this case very similar mean ages (Table 3).

**TABLE 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Track (yrs)</th>
<th>Border (yrs)</th>
<th>Control (yrs)</th>
<th>Run-out (yrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site Monbiel</td>
<td>53⁺ ± 7.4</td>
<td>58ᵇ ± 4.2</td>
<td>65ᵇ ± 9.0</td>
<td>71ᵇ ± 6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Susch</td>
<td>43ᵃ ± 9.7</td>
<td>53ᵇ ± 6.3</td>
<td>54ᵇ ± 3.6</td>
<td>155ᵇ ± 41.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ⁿᵇ Different lowercase superscripts indicate significant differences in age, according to the Mann-Whitney U-test (\( p \leq 0.05 \)). The results are independent for each study site.

At both study areas, the run-out zones showed significantly larger mean ages than the control areas, especially at Susch. Some trees were older than 50 years, indicating that they survived both the 1999 avalanche and the one that occurred in 1951.

**REACTION WOOD EVENTS**

Track and border areas from both Monbiel and Such showed a high proportion of trees with reaction wood (RW) starting in the year 1999 (Table 4). At both sites, the percentage of trees showing RW did not significantly differ between track and border. The values in the control and run-out areas were noticeably lower, with no significant differences between them (Table 4).

The percentage of trees showing RW events in the track and border areas at both sites increased considerably in the year 1999 (Figs. 3 and 6C). RW formation prior to 1999 responded to disturbances other than snow avalanches.

At Monbiel, the number of years with RW since 1999 did not differ significantly between track and border areas (Table 5). The number of years at the control and run-out areas were 0.42 and 0.44 years, respectively, values significantly lower than those in the track and border areas. At Susch, the number of years with RW after 1999 differed significantly between track and border areas (Table 5). Control (0.25 years) and run-out (0 year) areas showed lower values that significantly differed from tracks and borders, but not between them.

**CHANGES IN STEM ECCENTRICITY**

Mean changes in stem eccentricity at the two study sites were larger in the border than within the track areas (Table 6). Nevertheless, the values did not differ significantly due to the large variability in the observations. We compared changes in eccentricity with tree ages (Table 3) and stem diameters (Table 7). It is expected that older trees with larger stem diameters show less eccentricity variations after avalanches than younger, smaller trees. At the two study sites, mean age and mean stem diameter values were larger in the border areas compared to the track areas. However, the differences in mean values for these three variables (eccentricity variations, age, and stem diameter) between track and

**TABLE 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Track (%)</th>
<th>Border (%)</th>
<th>Control (%)</th>
<th>Run-out (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site Monbiel</td>
<td>81ᵃ</td>
<td>78ᵇ</td>
<td>21ᵇ</td>
<td>11ᵇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Susch</td>
<td>83ᵃ</td>
<td>92ᵇ</td>
<td>8ᵇ</td>
<td>0ᵇ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ᵃᵇ Different lowercase superscripts indicate differences in the percentage of trees with reaction wood, according to the Chi-squared test for contingency tables (1 DF at a level of 5%). The results are independent for each study site.
border areas were rarely statistically significant (only the mean age at the Susch site differs for track and border areas). At least five changes in eccentricity directions are observed in a cross section of a spruce tree growing in the track at Monbiel (Fig. 6A). The last change in eccentricity occurred after the avalanche event of 1999.

INJURIES ON TREES CAUSED BY AVALANCHES

Significant differences in the percentage of injured trees between the track and the other areas were observed at both study sites (Table 8). Under the term injured tree, we considered four different types of damage: (1) scars (visible or hidden), (2) breakage of stems and/or branches, (3) substantial foliage loss, and (4) exposed roots. No significant differences in the percentage of injured trees between the border, control, and run-out areas were recorded at both Monbiel and Susch (Table 8). The percentage of injured trees in the track at Monbiel and Susch were 88% and 65%, respectively.

The frequency of scar formation increased markedly in year 1999 (Fig. 4). No scars from the 1951 avalanche event were preserved in the sampled trees. Besides 1999, scars were also present at both sites in other years (Fig. 4), but with a lower frequency compared to year 1999. In most cases, the date of the scars corresponded either with the onset of RW (Fig. 3) or with the presence of traumatic resin canals (Fig. 5). A spruce tree standing in the avalanche track at Monbiel was severely injured by the avalanche event of 1999, as shown on the cross section in Figure 6B.

PRESENCE OF TRAUMATIC RESIN CANALS

After the year 1999, the percentage of trees at Monbiel with traumatic resin canals (TRC) was higher in the track (90%) compared to the border (21%) (Table 9). Contrary to Monbiel, TRC were lower in the track of Susch (50%) in relation to the border (76%). However, significant differences in mean values are recorded only for Monbiel. Control areas at Monbiel and Susch presented lower percentages of trees with TRC after 1999 compared to track and border areas (Table 9).

Concurrent with the increased presence of RW and scars since 1999, TRC also increased in track and border areas at both sites (Fig. 5). At a microscopic level, TRC and resin pockets are observed on a larch cross section sampled in the track at Susch (Fig. 6D).

GROWTH PATTERN VARIATIONS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH REACTION WOOD FORMATION

Monbiel

The dominant growth pattern (PC1) of the trees in the track at Monbiel shows an abrupt growth change (AGC; i.e. abrupt variation in radial growth) after the 1999 avalanche (Fig. 7A). In the border (Fig. 7B) the dominant pattern shows a similar trend to that recorded in the track. In contrast, the dominant patterns in the control and run-out areas (Figs. 7C and 7D, respectively) do not record any abrupt changes in tree growth after the 1999 avalanche. In the run-out area, the PC1 shows a continuous decrease in tree growth since 1971 with no AGC following the 1999 avalanche.

Several tree-ring series from the track and border areas at Monbiel that contribute to the PC1 pattern presented RW after 1999. For instance, the three trees with the largest contribution to PC1 in the border sector showed RW in the down-slope direction after the year 1999 (Fig. 7B). RW after the 1999 event was not recorded in trees along the control and run-out sectors.

TABLE 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Track (yrs)</th>
<th>Border (yrs)</th>
<th>Control (yrs)</th>
<th>Run-out (yrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site Monbiel</td>
<td>2.90 ± 1.70</td>
<td>2.28 ± 1.08</td>
<td>0.42 ± 1.08</td>
<td>0.44 ± 1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Susch</td>
<td>2.38 ± 1.41</td>
<td>3.40 ± 1.19</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a–c Different lowercase superscripts indicate differences in the mean number of years with RW, according to the Mann-Whitney U-test (P ≤ 0.05). The results are independent for each study site.

TABLE 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Track (cm)</th>
<th>Border (cm)</th>
<th>Control (cm)</th>
<th>Run-out (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site Monbiel</td>
<td>6.85 ± 2.86</td>
<td>7.00 ± 3.67</td>
<td>18.14 ± 8.05</td>
<td>6.92 ± 2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Susch</td>
<td>5.73 ± 1.62</td>
<td>6.52 ± 1.77</td>
<td>11.31 ± 3.20</td>
<td>27.71 ± 14.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a–c Different lowercase superscripts indicate differences in the mean stem diameters, according to the Mann-Whitney U-test (P ≤ 0.05). The results are independent for each study site.
We recorded similar dominant growth patterns for spruce (Fig. 8A) and larch (Fig. 8B) in the track, but different for white birch (Fig. 8C). The spruce and larch dominant patterns (PC1) are characterized by negative trends since 1990 and mid-1970, respectively. In contrast to the previous patterns, an abrupt growth release is observed in the white birch pattern after the 1999 avalanche event. In the border, the dominant growth pattern of spruce trees shows a marked release in growth after the 1999 avalanche (Fig. 8D). In the control area, no detectable growth changes were recorded after the 1999 avalanche for spruce (Fig. 8E). The PCA carried out in the run-out area shows changes in the growth patterns after the 1951 and 1999 avalanche events. Spruce trees show a short-term negative trend in tree growth after both avalanches. Nevertheless, this reduction in tree growth is not abrupt (Fig. 8F). Larch trees show a similar response compared to spruce after the 1999 avalanche, although in this case there is a consistent increase in growth during the four years that followed the avalanche that occurred in 1951 (Fig. 8G).

Similarly to Monbiel, some tree-ring series from trees in the track and border areas at Susch which contribute to the PC1 pattern show RW formation after the year 1999. The trees from the run-out and control sectors did not show RW events for this year. In the track, tree-ring series included in the PC1 with changes in growth after the 1999 event were taken from down- and up-slope directions in similar proportions and growth changes were not always related to RW formation (Figs. 8A to 8C). Among the tree-ring series in the track area, the birch trees had the most abrupt growth changes after 1999 (Fig. 8C). The spruce samples from the border area included in the PC1 are from an up-slope direction and two of them presented RW events in the year 1999 (Fig. 8D), indicating that not all abrupt growth changes are accompanied by RW formation. In contrast, the tree-ring series from the control area which most contribute to the dominant pattern were taken from the down-slope direction (Fig. 8E), whereas in the run-out zone they are up-slope samples (Figs. 8F and 8G). The samples which most contribute to the dominant growth patterns in the control and run-out areas do not show RW formation after the year 1999.

### Discussion

The case studies on the various anatomical, morphological and age-related vegetational features indicative of snow-avalanche events we present in this paper confirm many findings of previous investigations and provide insights on which dendroecological indicators are the most useful for reconstructing past avalanche dynamics. The event date and affected area of documented snow avalanches were accurately reconstructed using individual and combined dendroecological indicators.

Differences in mean ages between different sampling areas are valuable indicators for distinguishing spatial parameters of the forest in relation to past avalanches, but they were not useful to validate the occurrence dates of the 1951 and 1999 documented avalanche events. A large proportion of trees in the track, border, and run-out areas survived both events, providing older ages than the number of years passed since these events. This limitation would result in larger estimation errors in sites with short periods of avalanche returns or where avalanches have low destructive power. In the control areas, mean tree ages were found to be considerably younger than expected, which is due to past forest practices in the region.

Trees killed by the 1951 avalanche events were not found in the tracks of Monbiel or Susch. Tree wood decay (Luckman and Frazer, 2002) and the extraction of dead wood by local farmers can explain the lack of tree remains from the 1951 avalanche. In contrast, trees killed by the 1999 avalanche events still remain in situ along both tracks. Not all of these trees died immediately after

---

**TABLE 8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Track (%)</th>
<th>Border (%)</th>
<th>Control (%)</th>
<th>Run-out (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site Monbiel</td>
<td>88&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>14&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>20&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>33&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Susch</td>
<td>65&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>17&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a–b</sup> Different lowercase superscripts indicate differences in the percentage of injured trees, according to the Chi-squared test for contingency tables (1 DF at a level of 5%). The results are independent for each study site.

---

**FIGURE 4.** Frequency of scar formation on the trees sampled in the track and border areas at Monbiel and Susch. At Monbiel, scars in year 1999 were found in 15.3% of the trees. At Susch, 7% of the trees were scarred by the 1999 avalanche event.

**FIGURE 5.** Frequency of traumatic resin canals (TRC) on the trees sampled in the track and border areas at Monbiel and Susch. At Monbiel, 23% of the trees show TRC in year 1999, reaching a peak of 69.2% in 2001. At Susch, 44.1% of the trees show TRC in the year 1999 and the largest value of 66% scarred trees was recorded in year 2000. Before 1999, the largest value recorded at both sites did not exceed 12% of the trees.
the disturbance. Some trees showed extremely reduced growth the years following the event and before death.

Combined analyses of changes in stem eccentricity and RW formation provide accurate information on past avalanche dates. In addition to avalanches, variations in stem eccentricity may result from uneven distributions of moisture and nutrients or from unequal developments of crown and root systems. However, stem eccentricity induced by these factors is generally not accompanied by RW formation (Braam et al., 1987). RW is also produced by a variety of processes other than snow avalanches including snow load, wind, soil creep, snow creep and slumps (Carrara, 1979). Therefore, the best estimations of past avalanche activities result from a combined approach using both indicators. In our study, eccentricity changes are larger in the border than in the track areas. Trees in the tracks were observed to grow in a markedly more tilted position compared to the trees in the border areas. The stunted-like growth shape of trees in the track areas results in a reduction of tree resistance to the pass of the avalanches and also in the magnitude of the avalanche-induced stem eccentricity.

### TABLE 9
**Percentage of Trees with traumatic resin canals after 1999 in the track, border, and control areas.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Track (%)</th>
<th>Border (%)</th>
<th>Control (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site Monbiel</td>
<td>90&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>21&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>21&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Susch</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>76&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a-b</sup> Different lowercase superscripts indicate differences in the percentage of trees with traumatic resin canals, according to the Chi-squared test for contingency tables (1 DF at a level of 5%). The results are independent for each study site.
The number of tree rings with presence of RW after the event could be used as an index to characterize the intensity of avalanches. Intensity stands here for avalanche impact pressure and velocity. Previous studies have used vegetation features such as mean stem diameters and modulus of rupture of different tree species, together with depth flow of avalanches, to estimate their intensities (Mears, 1975; Butler, 1979). Other non-vegetational quantitative measurements of avalanche impact forces have been carried out in instrumented avalanche tracks at different locations worldwide (Luckman, 1977). At our sites, the number of tree rings with RW after the year 1999 in the track and border areas represented between 2.2 and 3.4 years. These values could provide some information on the relative intensity of avalanches. However, as the avalanche velocities and impact pressures were not measured, a relationship between RW and avalanche intensity cannot be established. At sites with short avalanche return periods (less than 5 to 10 years), the use of RW as a measure of avalanche intensity could also produce confusing results. Physiological responses of trees may persist for several years after an avalanche, masking subsequent damage to the same tree (Burrows and Burrows, 1976). Evidently, if several avalanche events occur in the same winter, it would not be possible to estimate the intensity of each event by analyzing RW formation.

The track areas at both sites had a high proportion of trees with visible (external) damage resulting from the 1999 avalanche event. Morphological external damage is accompanied by an increase in the number of trees with scars and traumatic resin canals (TRC) in the wood. However, scars and TRC were also observed before 1999. Previous studies (Burrows and Burrows, 1976; Rayback, 1998) indicate that rockfalls, sun scalds, frost damage, and browsing by animals are also related to scar and TRC formation. Rockfalls and browsing are common at our study sites. In addition, it has been observed that scar-based chronologies provide in some cases a minimum number of the total recorded snow avalanche events (Veblen et al., 1994). Seasonality of scar formation can be estimated based upon the scar position within the annual band. Hence, avalanche scars produced in winter can be differentiated from scars originated from events during the growing season. In the trees along the track areas, scars related to the 1999 event were produced in winter, i.e. before early wood formation. Scars in previous and subsequent years were observed to occur mostly at times of active cambium in late spring and summer. Evidence for eccentricity changes, reaction wood formation, scars, or traumatic resin canals related to the 1951 avalanche event were not recorded mainly due to the lack of available wood remains from that event.

A large number of trees impacted by the 1999 avalanche event recorded abrupt growth changes (AGC) following this event. Positive growth changes in 1999 were commonly accompanied by the formation of reaction wood. At Susch, occasional avalanche

FIGURE 7. Dominant growth patterns (PC1) of spruce at Monbiel, together with the tree-ring series that most contribute to this pattern. The vertical dotted lines indicate the tree ring formed before the avalanche event. The total variance explained by PC1 is 42.5%, 40.4%, 29.8%, and 34.6% for the track (A), border (B), control (C), and run-out (D) areas, respectively. Sampling directions (DS: down-slope, US: up-slope) and the presence of reaction wood (RW) are indicated for each series.
events with downslope toward upslope directions induce the RW formation in the upslope side of stems, creating particular patterns of AGC-RW interactions. Upslope increases in ring widths are not always accompanied by RW formation (Fig. 8D). Combined analyses of growth changes and RW on many (>4) radii of the same cross section provide additional information on avalanche events. This multi-feature approach is needed in sites where new avalanche records need to be developed and the searched tree-ring signals are “hidden” or not very noticeable in the forests.

Conclusions

Evaluating the potential of individual and combined dendroecological indicators for reconstructing dates, affected area and intensity of documented avalanche events, allows us to conclude the following: (1) Tree ages in different avalanche sectors (track, borders, run-out, and control area) are useful to demarcate the forest area disturbed by past events, but not to determine event dates. Cross-dating samples from avalanche-killed trees provide precise dates of avalanche occurrences. (2) Combined analyses of changes in stem eccentricity and reaction wood formation provide information on event date and affected area. Although persistence of RW formation could be related to avalanche intensity, in situ measurements of intensity are needed to establish a clear relationship between these two variables. In addition, short periods of avalanche returns may complicate the estimation of past event intensities. (3) Scar formation is often followed by the presence (or increase in the number) of traumatic resin canals. Scars and traumatic resin canals provide additional information on event dates and help to demarcate affected areas. Disturbances such as rockfalls and browsing by animals also induce the formation of scars and traumatic resin canals. However, they are less frequent and more randomly distributed in the disturbed area. (4) The presence of abrupt growth changes is a common feature in avalanche-disturbed trees, principally in the track and border areas. Abrupt growth changes are commonly accompanied by the formation of reaction wood. Although one single dendroecological indicator can provide information on past events, consistent reconstructions of avalanche dynamics rely on a combination of two or more wood indicators.
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FIGURE 8. Dominant growth patterns (PC1) of spruce, larch, and white birch at Susch, together with the tree-ring series that most contribute to these patterns. The vertical dotted lines indicate the tree ring formed before the avalanche event. The total variance explained by PC1 is 41.4%, 51.9%, and 41.9% for spruce (A), larch (B), and white birch (C) in the track, respectively; 35.3% for spruce in border (D); 55.5% for spruce in the control area (E); and 57.7% and 60.0% for spruce (F) and larch (G) in the run-out area, respectively. Sampling directions (DS: down-slope, US: up-slope) and the presence of reaction wood (RW) are indicated for each series.
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